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Presentation Notes
Thank you for inviting me to speak about our new project, a planning grant to explore bib data management optionsI’m Kirsten Leonard, the lead PI on the project, the executive director of PALNI I’ll give you a quick flyover view of the project with the intention of future opportunities to talk including a panel session at the Joint Rosemont/Partnership meeting	
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$225,000 Provided by …

Indiana 
State Library

Through the American Rescue Plan Act

Presenter
Presentation Notes
"This project is made possible by a grant from the U.S. Institute of Museum and Library Services, administered by the Indiana State Library." who have provided us with $225,000 in funds to examine our options and needs
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Planning Project Overview
● This project will explore existing needs and options 

for low-cost, openly available, cataloging data 
management and creation tools 

● Investigate the rights and limitations of metadata 
sharing, and inventory openly available metadata 
sources

● Gather specifications and feasibility of existing 
infrastructures to share bibliographic data 

● Develop principles for the community governance 
and business model to sustain an equitable, 
sustainable, open option

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What it is: A planning project to explore equitable, sustainable, and open bibliographic data management options.” This project will explore existing needs and options for low-cost, openly available, cataloging data management and creation tools Investigate the rights and limitations of metadata sharing, and inventory openly available metadata sourcesGather specifications and feasibility of existing infrastructures to share bibliographic data Develop principles for the community governance and business model to sustain an equitable, sustainable, open optionThe project intersects with PAN interests in the sense that it helps expose the holdings of institutions facing economic pressures, including many public librariesThe lack of bibliographic data leads to lack of holdings data to help us do analysis on retention gapsIt has many other potential uses for shared print, but the initial stage is focused on accessing and creating affordable bibliographic data “lake”We’ve also pledged to engage with the CCH community on the project - PALNI commits to communicating with Summit attendees to bring those experiences and perspectives into this planning phase---CCH pledge: PALNI received a planning grant to explore equitable, sustainable, and open data management options (system development), to help support researching smaller/less well funded institutions that historically haven’t been able to participate in these initiatives or will not. The goal is to identify specifications for a minimum viable product solution that would be usable by different types and sizes of libraries in Indiana and abroad. Based on the conversations at this Summit, there is considerable interest in this area and considerable work that has already been done, which could be beneficial to making PALNI’s efforts a success. PALNI commits to communicating with Summit attendees to bring those experiences and perspectives into this planning phase
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23 Libraries

AMBS 
Anderson 
Bethel
Butler 
CTS 
Concordia 
DePauw
Earlham
Franklin
Goshen
Grace
Hanover 
Huntington
Manchester
Marian
Oakland City
Saint Francis
Saint Mary’s
Saint Meinrad
Taylor 
Trine 
U of Indy 
Wabash

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why is PALNI pursuing this?Small colleges are increasingly focused on college affordability. PALNI libraries Collaborate to solve problems and reduce costs, for example is our student textbook affordability program. And together, the PALNI schools have recognized the need to both be transformatively innovative to thrive in the face of this ongoing retraction of higher ed funding, library funding, and the ongoing reduction of the influence of the libraryThese reductions are now occurring in staff and library budgets for institutions of all sizes. Existing business, governance, and cost structures AND the technology must be radically transformed to deal with this level of imminent funding declines. And finally, PALNI libraries are deeply concerned that we will not be able to afford our current bibliographic management subscriptions in the next 5 years
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Why? Flexibility and Cost Needs:
● Technical and use permissions that provide flexibility to 

solve new and evolving information needs 
● Flexibility to support new ways of sharing staff and 

information and improve library influence in the 
institutional mission

● Structures that support collaborations and pathways to 
jointly reduce costs and provide some granularity in 
service/cost choice

● Principles: Examine the viability of open and/or free 
solutions that meet library needs, with revenue-
generating support services or other revenue streams, 
based on cost recovery models and high levels of 
transparency and accountability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Over the past few years, efforts to create community-owned software solutions has emerged to specifically reduce the dependence on closed systems. But within the community-owned open source library software landscape, there is a gap in tools focused on bibliographic record data management and workflows.  Flexible and open systems that allow libraries to support new ways of sharing staff, information, data, and costs are needed.These systems should be built on governance and business models with transparent and granular contribution levels focused on cost-recovery
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Project Deliverables 
● Develop a broad group of stakeholders in Indiana 

and from other library groups that will be able to 
support the work going forward

● Produce a report on this community’s needs for a 
low-cost bibliographic management entity

● Report on currently available bibliographic utilities, 
data sources, costs, use permissions, and 
extensibility

● Develop a defined minimum viable product feature 
set, development plan and illustrative design 
wireframes, cost estimates, and governance and 
business structures, and/or possible integration 
into other open initiatives and infrastructure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The primary work outputs of this project would include:Develop a broad group of stakeholders in Indiana and from other library groups that will be able to support the work going forwardEngagement with other groups to understand use cases, needs, and governance/business model goals	ICOLCCCH	Partnership	PAN	Indiana groups and libraries (academic and public)Produce a report on this community’s needs for a low-cost bibliographic management entityReport on currently available bibliographic utilities, data sources, costs, use permissions, and extensibilityDevelop a defined minimum viable product feature set, development plan and illustrative design wireframes,  cost estimates, and governance and business structures, and/or possible integration into other open initiatives and infrastructureJust beginning to engage with other infrastructure projects like Goldrush, ReShareInitiatives on Open DataInfrastructure groupsCommunity governance organizations
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Future Facing
● Not envisioned as a replacement of the existing 

suite of OCLC bibliographic services

● Affordability and access is the primary driver

● Examining: 

○ new technology structures for options

○ aggregate or distributed structures

○ the limitations of record matching and 
unique identifiers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The bibliographic utility is not being envisioned as a replacement of the existing suite of OCLC bibliographic services. This utility will not replace the full scope of audience and broad goal in centrally indexing the world’s holdings. The intention is focused on open and affordable solutions, and will consider solutions that retain data in distributed nodes if that supports cost-reduction. Light-weight technology to reduce duplication and to leverage the work of individual libraries will be explored with the goal of a low-cost, “good enough” technology to meet evolving needs. In addition, exploration will be given for an OpenID for bibliographic records or other new approaches to record searching and matching
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Questions?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ll be at the PAN watercooler on Monday
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www.palni.edu

facebook.com/PALNIConsortium

@PALNILibraries, @KirstenLeonard

kleonard@palni.edu

317-752-6831

Thank you!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Please contact me if you have a technical solution, business model, that aligns with the project goals. Also, we will be hiring a part-time project manager with part of the grant funds, look for that posting soon

mailto:kleonard@palni.edu
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